
Chill Sentinel (created by Painkeeper) 

Large Outsider (Cold) 

 

Hit Dice: 10d8+70 (115 hp) 

Initiative: +5 (+1 Dex, +4 Improved Initiative) 

Speed: 20 ft. (can’t run), burrow (ice only) 10 ft. 

AC: 25 (-1 size, +1 Dex, +10 natural, +5 breastplate) 

Attacks: Masterwork Huge longspear +17/+12 melee 

 Slam +15 melee, 2 Hooves +10 melee 

 Masterwork Huge longbow +12/+7 ranged 

Damage: Huge longspear 2d6+7 and 1d8 cold 

 Slam 1d4+5 and 1d8 cold, Hoof 1d8 and 1d8 cold 

 Huge longbow 2d6+1 and freeze 

Face/Reach: 5ft. by 10 ft./10 ft. (15–20 ft. with longspear) 

Special Attacks: Cold, Frost Aura, Icy Arrows 

Special Qualities: Absorb Cold, Cold Subtype, Defensive Stance, True Sight 

Saves: Fort +14, Ref +11, Will +10 

Abilities: Str 21, Dex 13, Con 24, Int 18, Wis 15, Cha 15 

Skills: Intimidate +15, Intuit direction +13, Knowledge (planes) +17, Knowledge (any three) +17. 

 Listen +15, Read Lips +17, Sense Motive +15, Spot +20, Search, +18, 

 Swim +6*, Wilderness Lore +15 

Feats: Combat Reflexes, Improved Initiative, Track, Weapon Focus (longspear) 

Climate/Terrain: Any cold 

Organization: Solitary, pair, team (3–5) or squad (5–20 plus 2 3
rd

 level sergeants and 1 leader of 4
th

–7
th

 level) 

Challenge Rating: 12 

Treasure: None 

Alignment: Always Lawful Neutral 

Advancement: By character class 

 

Due to their icy bodies and to their mechanical-like junctures, chills sentinels appear at a first glance like constructs. 

They have centaur-like shapes, with two pair of eyes for each side of their featureless head; but they are composed 

entirely by ice, from transparent, crystalline one to greenish-blue one. They always wear a masterwork steel breastplate 

and wield two metallic weapons: a longspear and a longbow. Such objects are constantly covered with a layer of rime. 

Chill sentinels speak Aquan, Auran and Common. 

Chill sentinels are associated with the Ice Para-Elemental Plane. On Material Plane they can be found most in polar 

areas; their presence in other places, even on high mountains, is a unique event. Their origins are never been clear, what 

it’s sure is that they were born to be guardians. Their martial predisposition and their loyalty are legendary. 

 

Combat 
Usually, chill sentinels are designate to protect an area or place. For this purpose, their scarce mobility isn’t relevant. The 

usually fight standing immobile, attacking from distance using their longbows and entering melee when necessary. Once 

in combat they don’t desist nor flee until the end. 

Cold (Ex) Chill sentinels’ bodies emanate a piercing chill, which they can conduct through the steel shaft of their 

longspears (and using fists too). Each successful blow delivered in this way adds 1d8 cold damage to the target. 

Creatures who attack chills sentinels by natural weapons or unarmed get the same amount of damage each time they hit 

them. 

Frost Aura (Su) Once per day, as a full-round action, a chill sentinel may emanate a high-intensity aura of cold lasting 1 

round per chills sentinel’s Hit Dice. Aura propagates into a 50 ft.-emanation, centered on the sentinel. During the 1
st
 

round of exposition, the aura doesn’t deal damage; during the 2
nd

 round it deals 1d4 cold damage; during the following 

rounds cold damage rises to 2d4 plus 1d4 subdual damage. Creatures wearing metal armor are considered as exposed to 

the aura for one more round (that is, a Fighter in full-plate takes cold damage starting form the first round, and 2d4 cold 

+ 1d4 subdual each following round). 

Due to the extraordinary ability to absorb cold (see below), a chill sentinel’s frost aura cures it as well as it damages its 

foes. Two or more frost auras don’t stack. 

Icy Arrows (Su) Chill sentinels have the supernatural ability to create particular icy arrows from nothing. Each times a 

sentinel shoot with its longbow; an arrow of this time automatically appears. The arrow is a +1 arrow and slows its target 

for 2d6 rounds (a Fortitude save against a DC of 16 negates this effect). 

If the arrow scores a critical hit, the target may be paralyzed for 1d6 round (a Fortitude save against a DC of 16 negates 

paralysis). Two saves are necessary upon critical hit. 

If an arrow strikes its target it automatically vanishes; otherwise, it has 1% chance to remain functional until its next use. 

Absorb Cold (Ex) All cold damage (excluding those generated by its own body) cures the chills sentinel, instead of 

being ignored (this ability supersedes the immunity granted by being a cold creature). 

Cold Subtype (Ex) Cold immunity (superseded by Absorb Cold), double damage from fire except on a successful save. 



Defensive Stance When necessity comes, a chill sentinel can become a solid defensive bastion. This ability is equal to 

the homonymous skill of the Dwarven Defender prestige class described on Dungeon Master’s Guide, that is: +2 

Strength, +4 Constitution, +2 resistance bonus to all saves and +4 dodge bonus to AC until she leaves her position or 3 

round plus (newly increased) Constitution modifier has elapsed (for a standard chill sentinel this number equals 12: 3 + 9 

for Constitution 28). At the end of the Defensive Stance, the chill sentinel suffers a –2 penalty to Strength until the end 

of the challenge. 

True Sight (Su) Chill sentinel see things as under the effects of a True Seeing spell. 

Skills Due to their 8 eyes, a chill sentinel has a +4 racial bonus to Search and Spot checks. Chill sentinels cannot be 

flanked. Being their bodies made of ice; chill sentinels receive a +10 racial bonus to Swim checks. 

* Assuming 96 lb. of equipment. 

 


